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Recently Prof. Ron Glauber, who shared the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 2005, was asked by Andreas Trabesinger:
“What is your advice to young people with an interest in
science?”

And he responded:
Find out what you think is really interesting and try to
determine whether you have any skill at it. If you do, stick
with it — the purpose is to generate new knowledge. I
don't think that everyone should be a professional
scientist, but many more kids should give it a try.

Taken from: “From Los Alamos to
Stockholm”, Nature (Published
online 10 October 2012)
http://www.nature.com/nature/j
ournal/v490/n7419_supp/full/49
0S13a.html
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I NTRODUCTION
This document aims to supplement the contents of the STENCIL Annual Report n.1
“Enhancing Innovation and Creativity in Science Teaching” by highlighting exemplary
teachers’ practices in selected areas of science education.
The first STENCIL e-book published in November 2011, addressed science education
from the perspective of national policies and reform frameworks and orientations,
complemented with expert positions on the themes of: A. Teacher training in
science education; B. Collaborative approaches to science teaching; C. New
pedagogical approaches –innovation in teaching and learning; D. Science education
as a mean for key competence development; and E. Science education for diversity.
It concluded with a set of factors and examples that implicitly or explicitly suggest
Innovation and Creativity in Science Education in Europe.
nd

The 2 STENCIL Annual Report has been narrowed in scope and focuses exclusively
on practices that pertain toA. Teachers of the future: innovation in teacher training
B. Science class in the era of ICTs and new technologies
C. Equality for Excellence
and that demonstrate new pedagogical methods and strategies that could be
embedded in EU national educational systems to enhance motivation and
excellence in science education for all.
The set of evidence presented in this volume has been compiled by STENCIL partner
contributions. Partners contributed by providing the description of projects or
initiatives that ARE or COULD be successfully applied / extended to achieve a
positive change in science education.
The contents of this e-book focus more on making visible the current endeavors
towards change, rather than presenting theoretical aspects of science education
rd
and sets the scene for the development of the 3 Annual Report.
As the scope of this document is to provide a practical content for teachers, it is
complemented with a set of selected websites providing resources and tools for
teachers and students. These resources are grouped as International, European and
National levels. The resources presented in the National sub-section are available in
the National languages.
The document is structured in three Sections. The first describes initiatives on the
themes “Teachers of the future”, “Science class in the era of ICTs”, “New
technologies” and “Equality for Excellence”. The second outlines the winning
initiatives of the STENCIL Call for Participants 2012 and the third provides links to
websites that contain Teacher Resources on/for science teaching. Presented in the
Annex are the tools the project used for the analysis and evaluation of the projects
st
submitted in the 1 Call for Participants.
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SECTION I
INNOVATIVE EU INITIATIVES
The aim of the STENCIL network is to contribute to the improvement of science
teaching in schools all over Europe and to promote innovative methodologies and
creative solutions that make science studies more attractive for students.
STENCIL has investigated a number of projects at the European, national, regional or
school levels, that are completed or still running and that were deemed innovative
st
in terms of the criteria set out in the STENCIL 1 Annual Report. These projects are
registered in the STENCIL European Catalogue of Science Education Initiatives,
which contains more than a 1.000 initiatives realized in schools all over Europe,
posted directly by the teachers or educators who have planned or managed them.
The selected projects demonstrated innovation, clarity in the provided
documentation, relevance for practice and policy, sustainable results and covered
important pedagogical methodological aspects of science education today.
Attention was given when possible, to projects that are teacher initiatives.
The initiatives were categorized under 3 themes: Teachers of the future, Science
class in the era of ICTs and new technologies, and Equality for excellence. Although
most projects more or less cover issues from all three themes, they are grouped on
the basis of their strongest value and impact.
Presented here below are summaries of the selected projects and initiatives per
theme. The project that was considered to have the more positive impact for the
respective theme is presented first and described in more detail. Good practice
guidelines and/or proposals suggested by the project are also outlined.
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A. T EACHERS OF THE FUTURE : INNOVATION IN TEACHE R TRAINING
Initiatives in this section focus on teacher training and new teaching methods. The
following best practice guidelines have been taken into consideration for the
identification of projects included in this Section:
Initiatives that include real-world applications in science teaching and are
connected with other disciplines.
Initiatives that create lifelong learning structures for teacher training in
inquiry-based science education (IBSE) and hands-on approaches that have
proved to be more efficient in increasing the interest and participation of
students.
Initiatives that aim to familiarize teachers with ICTs and new technologies.
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TRACES: Transformative Research Activities Cultural
diversities and Education in Science
th

A European project funded under the 7 Framework Programme
Website: http://www.traces-project.eu
Partnership:
Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II (Italy, Coordinator)
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (Spain)
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel)
Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil)
Universidad Pedagogica Nacional (Colombia)
Universidad Nacional de Salta (Argentine)
TRACES aim was to explore ways to bridge the gap between research and actual
teaching practice in science education by constructing communities of students,
teachers, researchers and policy-makers. The project involved science education
researchers and teachers from Argentina, Brazil and Colombia, Israel, Italy and Spain
–working at both the national and international level, in order to identify national
specificities and to bring their findings together.
TRACES produced a series of case studies which analysed the implementation of
field-actions and illustrated the issues emerging in school practice in each partner
country.
The final outcome of the project is a series of findings and recommendations for
future practice which, are the product of a research programme including:
an international survey about stakeholders’ perceptions about science
education,
the design and implementation of field actions involving hundreds of
teachers in the partner countries,
the elaboration of case studies analysing the experiences made during the
field actions and
a cross-comparison of the conclusions drawn from national case studies
enriched by a final workshop involving relevant actors in science education.
The project findings and recommendations aimed at all actors involved in science
education and mainly at academic researchers, policy makers and teachers in all
grades. The set of recommendations (available on line at http://www.tracesproject.eu) is related to seven elements of the science education scenario, which
emerged as most relevant from the project’s research:
Cooperation among teachers
Exploiting existing resources
Cooperation between teachers and researchers
Teacher training
Relationship between local and central
Long-term sustainability
6|P a g e

Relationship between school and society
The final version of the TRACES recommendations was produced after the
International Workshop held in Naples (IT) in April 2012, in order to incorporate
views and contributions from the participant, which included researchers, teachers,
school Principals, policy-makers involved in the project, as well as eminent
international experts.
During its two‐year of development, TRACES set in action a series of activities with a
relevant impact on different elements, within and beyond science education:
Teacher training: The outcomes of the project have informed and will inform
teacher training programmes in the universities involved in the project, which all
play a significant role in the teacher training system in the partner countries.
School administration: In many partner countries, TRACES teams have established
relationships and agreements with local and national authorities and promoted
agreements between the authorities and schools involved in the project, presenting
opportunities and raising awareness in a way that has informed and will inform
future policy.
Schools: TRACES activities have involved a relevant number of schools, teachers,
Principals in reflection, debate and common work with researchers in a way that has
informed and will inform perceptions, beliefs and practice. Involvement in TRACES
at various levels has questioned ordinary practice and has experimented with new
approaches related not only to classroom teaching, but also to the relationship with
colleagues, researchers, families and the local community.
Research: TRACES questioned consolidated practices and explored innovative ways
to involve teachers and other stakeholders in actions aiming at improving science
education. TRACES researchers have worked in a teacher‐centered approach and
raised their awareness and understanding of the constraints that affect
research‐based teaching practice. TRACES process and findings will inform the
practice of the researchers involved in the project and therefore impact further
research projects.
TRACES experimented with an innovative teacher training model which involves a
community of practice including teachers, researchers, school managers and
parents and fosters new ways of participation, as opposed to the widespread topdown approach.
TRACES good practice guidelines for researchers, teacher trainers and policy makers
suggests the following:
A mediation is necessary between science and education. Scientific
knowledge should be re-shaped and scientific disciplines should be reorganised according to what and how is taught in schools and in a way as
to comply with the way people ordinarily understand, use language and act
in their everyday life.
Teachers should rely on two kinds of support: from the community of peers
and colleagues and from experienced trainers in science education
P a g e |7

engaged in the ordinary work with pupils. Training activities should include
reflection on what actually happens at school, in order to provide teachers
with tools usable in and compatible with the “real work” context. At the
same time, they should encompass sessions devoted to mutual observation
and sharing of different competencies in groups of peers.
Teacher training activities should pay attention also to the role played by
the information and communication technologies in the way knowledge is
built: the opportunity given by ICTs to produce specific operations and
representations should be analysed in training sessions, as well as the
cultural elements they embody in their working.
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Other Interesting Initiatives
La maison pour la science en Lorraine au service des
professeurs (Teachers’ House for Science – Lorrain region)
Website: http://www.maisons-pour-la-science.org/fr/lorraine
A regional, on-going initiative from France (Fondation La main à la pâte,
Investissement d’avenir - the National Urban Renewal Agency ANRU, Université de
Lorraine)
This initiative represents a working model for teacher training based on a
collaborative endeavour between the University, scientists and industry. Its aim is to
implement activities based on concrete research topics, selected and designed in a
way that allows transferability in the classroom.
The commitment of the University of Lorraine, research organizations (CNRS, INRA,
INRIA, INSERM) and companies involved, ensures a strong involvement of
researchers, engineers and manufacturers in each of the training activities offered.
Professional development is offered to all stakeholders in science from primary to
lower secondary schools. Training sessions are scheduled in a manner that
facilitates teachers to obtain progressive and personalized professional
development. To achieve a plurality of targeted audiences, the House offers:
training for teachers in experimental sciences, technology and
mathematics, and
training for persons who foster science education within their territory or
structure, including school counsellors, school heads, teachers, researchers
and scientific mediators.
Specific training activities with strong involvement of scientists are implemented in
order to further professional development, deepen understanding and inform
teachers on different approaches/methodologies that can be implemented in
science education.
The House facilities include a documentation centre and a teaching resources
centre.
The House of Science is located at the premises of the University of Lorraine. It
includes a regional centre in Nancy city, and two “satellite centres”, one in
Montigny-lès-Metz to the North and one in Epinal to the South, to provide services
for the whole Region.
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Načrtovanje dejavnosti na podlagi otrokovih pobud
(Planning of Activities on the Basis of the Children Initiative)
Short duration initiative of a Slovenian teacher (Vrtec Velenje / enota Vinska gora,
during February 2012)

The project “Planning of Activities on the Basis of the Children Initiative” was
realized in the Kindergarten Velenje –located in the suburban part of the city, Vinska
gora. The idea of the project was triggered by an accidental event that happened in
the Kindergarten when the monitor of computer failed. The children wanted to find
out why it happened. The teacher opened to them the housing they were trying to
repair and finally decided to use the monitor and its components to make another
product: computer based power sledges. Using their imagination, children made the
design of the sledges, selected materials (wood, old skies), brought the materials to
the Kindergarten and made the sledges.
The teacher was supporting children the whole time by asking, answering their
questions and motivating them to participate in the project. During the project
implementation, the technical creativity of the children was supported and
improved.
Although the children did not have the knowledge nor the skills to make real
computer power-based sledges, they used their creativity and imagination to
transform the failed computer monitor, old skies and pieces of wood into something
new.
This initiative serves as an example of how teachers, by listening to student’s ideas
and questions, can motivate children and engage them in initiatives that can
enhance the educational process and generate very interesting results.
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B. S CIENCE CLASS IN THE ERA OF ICT S AND NEW TECHNOLOGI ES
Initiatives in this section focus on ICT tools and innovative ways to use them for
teaching science. The following best practice guidelines have been taken into
consideration for the identification of projects included in this section:
Initiatives that include the creation of websites or blogs where pupils can
interact and publish their own material.
Initiatives that use ICTs and new technologies to visually represent
scientific phenomena.
Initiatives that make science learning fun by using online science ‘games’ or
other interactive tools.
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KeyToNature - Interactive e-tools for learning and
teaching biodiversity
Website: http://www.keytonature.eu/wiki
A European project funded under eContentplus programme (2007-2010)
Partnership:
Università degli Studi di Trieste, Dipartimento di Scienze della Vita (Italy,
Coordinator)
ETI BioInformatics (Netherlands)
Julius Kühn-Institut – Bundesforschungsinstitut für Kulturpflanzen
(Germany)
Real Jardìn Botànico – Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientìficas
(Spain)
University of Tartu University of Tartu – Institute of Ecology & Earth
Sciences (Estonia)
Slovenian Museum of Natural History (Slovenia)
Natural History Museum London (United Kingdom)
Friedrich Alexander Univ. FIM Neues Lernen (Germany)
Giunti Labs S.r.l. (Italy)
Evolaris Next Level GmbH (Austria)
Catholic University of Leuven – Centre For Usability Research (Belgium)
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca (Romania)
Bikam Ltd (Bulgaria)
T&B e Associati S.r.l. (Italy)
KeyToNature focused on providing common access to data and interactive
educational tools for the identification of organisms, in order to enhance the
knowledge of biodiversity at all educational levels across Europe.
One of the first steps in discovering and understanding biodiversity is to identify the
organisms around us. Traditionally, this has been done using paper-printed
taxonomic keys that enable us to correctly name an organism. Most of them
however, are "difficult" and hardly usable for educational purposes. KeyToNature
has developed a range of new, much easier and paper-free identification tools for
use within schools and universities across Europe. They are available on a variety of
platforms including laptops and mobile phones and can be tailored to individual
requirements.
The main objectives of KeyToNature were to:
simplify access and use of e-Learning modules and tools for identifying
biodiversity,
tackle interoperability among the many educational tools devoted to
biodiversity across Europe,
optimise educational efficiency and quality in biodiversity education,
add value to existing educational tools by facilitating multilingual access
and ease of delivery and
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suggest best practices against barriers that prevent use, production,
exposure, discovery and acquisition of interactive identification tools.
The project’s main activities concerned:
Development of e-tools: KeyToNature has produced more than 1,000
identification tools, which are searchable on the project’s website. They
have been tested in schools of all levels (from primary schools to
universities) in 11 European countries.
Collaboration with schools: KeyToNature has been working with teachers
and educators across Europe. Information on national portals told
interested teachers how to join the KeyToNature community.
Teacher’s Handbook: In the teacher's e-handbook area one can find
detailed information on KeyToNature and its tools. It provides pedagogical
advice for the use of the tools in teaching activities and examples of
pedagogical scenarios.
KeyToNature has contributed to a European
leadership in the domain of digital educational
content on bio-diversity. The project was based upon
standards that will enable the increased use and reuse
of biodiversity-related e-content. It gave added-value
to products and services across Europe, aiming at
being a model for an innovative approach to biological
studies (interactive, scalable and contextualized). The
project builds upon a network of key stakeholders in
the domain. The dimension the consortium and its
country coverage contributed to a large dissemination and exploitation for the
after-project sustainability and the optimal use of results. The field-specific
fundamental impact of the project is that it has improved substantially all expertise
areas related to biodiversity education and studies. Externally, the project has
created synergies, exchanges and collaboration networks promoting an underexploited cultural and educational EU asset.
Officially the Key2Nature Project ended in 2010, but in Germany, the project has
been integrated into the website http://offene-naturfuehrer.de/web/, where open
identification tools for schools are being developed. The strength of the project K2N
lies in the great adaptability of its content regarding different target groups (the
identification tools can be adjusted for the special needs of each user group and the
adding of user-generated content is easy). The process that was used to develop
better identification tools can be transferred to other projects with the objective of
optimizing existing materials.
The keys were used in 11 European countries across the whole educational
spectrum, from elementary schools to general secondary schools to high schools
and universities. All in all, more than 14,500 learners used the keys during the three
years of the project.
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The following components of the project worked well and can be used as a model
for further projects:
Integrating ICTs and e-learning contents in classrooms.
Adjusting the content to the needs of the users via several feedback and
evaluation loops.
Delivering user-generated content through the aid of easy-to-use writing
tools.
Combining existing databases.
Continuing the project after its official ending by folding the content into
another project.
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Other Interesting Initiatives
Open Science Resources
Website: http://www.openscienceresources.eu
A European project supported by eContentplus (2009-2012). The consortium –
coordinated by Ecsite, the European Network for science centres and museums
(Belgium), is formed by 19 partners representing 11 countries (9 European, Taiwan
and USA)

The aim of the OSR project is to create a shared repository of scientific digital
objects currently dispersed in European science museums and science centers and
to make them more widely and coherently available, searchable and usable in the
context of formal and informal learning situations.
In an era where science education inadequacy in formal and informal contexts is
becoming an increasingly challenging issue, harvesting the potential of digital
science education repositories appears as a very attractive alternative. However, an
impressive abundance of high quality content that is available in European
repositories remains largely unexploited due to a number of barriers, such as the
lack of interoperability standards between repositories, the inefficiency of current
content organization and metadata structures, as well as multi-lingual issues. The
OSR project suggests a coordinated solution at the European level in order to
overcome these barriers.
The Open Science Resources (OSR) portal contains educational material in the form
of educational content (images of exhibits and scientific instruments, videos,
animations, exercises, graphs, links) and educational pathways (structured and open
learning activities organized according to the inquiry-based pedagogical model) that
educators can incorporate into their science class activities. Users can search for the
educational materials or upload their own materials to the OSR Repository.
OSR presents innovative educational tools based on the opportunities available in
the new digital era, which are more approachable for young people. Within 2011,
OSR was awarded the silver award of the IMS Global Learning Consortium and the
OPAL award for quality and innovation through open educational practices.
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Les triconteurs de l'environnement (The environmental
short-storytelling)
Website: http://gestion.lecrivainpublic.net/~triconteurs (login: ecrivain; password:
public0$)
A regional on-going since 2006 initiative from France (CRDP Lorraine, Urban
Community of Nancy)

This initiative aims at sensitizing and educating primary school students on
environmental issues through every day activities such as waste sorting and
recycling that ultimately lead to sustainable development. At the same time,
students gain experience in using ICT tools, improve their language skills and tackle
many other subjects of the curriculum.
A topic is selected (i.e. disposal and waste prevention) and a storyteller joins the
classroom. Students are invited to express themselves using techniques like creative
writing stories, news, letters, cartoons, poems, songs, newspaper articles, slams,
sms, and more. Then, illustrations are selected and all the students’ work is
published on the platform "Triconteurs de l’ environment". The illustrated book can
be used in class as teaching support material.
Through its responsible approach to raising awareness on environmental issues, the
project also serves several learning objectives in different areas of education.
Students gain mastery of the French language, obtain training in the use of the
online platform and other common ICT tools and address issues relating to science
literacy, civic education and sustainable development.
The first illustrated book, made in 2012, and a video of the implementation of the
project in a class is available at:
http://www.cndp.fr/crdp-nancy-metz/54/services/accompagnementpedagogique/projets-concours/triconteur.html
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Il viaggio dell'acqua (The travels of water –Drip the drop)
Website: https://sites.google.com/site/lauracesaro/istop-movie/il-viaggio-dellacqua
An initiative of an Italian science teacher (Laura Cesaro, teacher at the Ospedaletto
Euganeo primary school – Padova)
This initiative had the objective of involving pupils in the creation of a little video
clip explaining the cycle of water. The group consisted of 27 students 8 years old,
belonging to two different classes of a primary school. This product was developed
in order to take part in a contest for schools organized by the local administration
on the topic of management of the water resource.
This video is a good example of how to use ICT to enhance creativity in science
education because it was entirely made by students using consumer software preinstalled on a computer.

In particular, the product was made using the “Stop Motion” technique which
consists of composing a short video made of a sequence of static pictures taken in a
small set. In this case, the set itself was created by students with elements made of
coloured paper. Even the short storyboard was written by students and the voices
of the storytellers is also of participating students. The language used is English
because the project was developed in the context of a CLIL (Content and Language
Integrated Learning) program, where science activities are carried out in English.
The video has been awarded the first prize in the contest and represents a good
example of extensive use of ICT in primary school.
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The PROS of MATHEMATICS (MATEMATİK’İN ARTISI)
Website: http://www.haciahmetozsoy.meb.k12.tr
An initiative from a Turkish school (Hacı Ahmet özsoy Primary School –public school)
The aim of the project is two-fold: to objectify the coordinate plane –rather than
regarding it as an “imaginary” notion, and to enable students to approach solutions
to the problems perceptibly via calculating the geometry problems and theories on
the Pros of mathematics instrument.

This project is a teachers’ initiative –realized by Ms. Kevser Nur Soykal, mathematics
teacher at Hacı Ahmet özsoy Elementary School and Mr. Alper Gungor, technology
teacher, aiming in particular towards kinesthetic and visual intelligence. It is devised
by taking into account features of visual and kinesthetic intelligences, a common
point of different types of intelligence. Thanks to this project the basis of geometry
(for example pi number, Pythagoras theorem and special triangles) can be shown
th
th
perceptibly to 5 and 6 grade primary school pupils. With the help of rubber bands
and steel wire, geometry problems are realized on the Pros of Mathematics tool and
the results are calculated by a ruler. That is, the solution of an abstract geometry
question can perceptibly be proved on the Pros of Mathematics by a ruler after
sorting it out by formulas. Moreover, problems can be formulated on the Pros of
Mathematics and the pupils are expected to solve them, which makes learning
permanent and enhances a more effective learning.
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C. E QUALITY FOR E XCELLENCE
Initiatives in this section focus on teaching practices and methods that take into
consideration different ways of learning and the unique needs of specific student
groups (i.e. girls, ethnic minorities, etc.) in order to provide equal opportunities for
all pupils to achieve excellence. The following best practice guidelines have been
taken into consideration to identify the projects to be included in this section:
Initiatives that make use of teaching materials that avoid stereotyped
images (i.e. white male scientist) and eliminate sexism in the language used
in the classroom.
Initiatives that promote teaching methods and techniques with sensitivity
to gender and minorities.
Initiatives that adopt different teaching techniques to accommodate
different learning styles.
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PREMA 2: Promoting Equality in Maths Achievement
Website: http://prema2.iacm.forth.gr
A European project supported by the Socrates Programme (2008), follow-up of the
PREMA project
Partnership:
Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas, Institute of Applied and
Computational Mathematics - FORTH / IACM (Greece, Coordinator)
Universitat de Barcelona, Departament de Didactica i Organitzacio
Educativa (Spain)
Ostenso S.L (Spain)
Universite Paris Descartes Paris 5, Education & Apprentissages -EDA
research team (France)
Verein fuer Neues Lehren und Lernen -IFS (Austria)
Durham University, School of Education (UK)
PREMA 2 is about gender-sensitive education, focusing on mathematics. The
project’s overall aim was to raise awareness on issues of mathematics and gender in
order to increase the level of female participation in career choices of sciences and
technology. It also aimed at making meaningful use of the outputs produced in
PREMA 1, in an effort to make these more scalable and more useful (in the form of a
model
curriculum
framework)
teaching
practices
across
Europe.
PREMA 1 was implemented from October 2005 to June 2007, again with support
from the SOCRATES Programme and was concerned with diagnosing the sociocultural and pedagogic factors responsible for the gender gap. PREMA 2 was
conceived to intervene and alleviate the gender gap.
The project recognized that it is not possible to tackle all obstacles that create
inequalities at once. However, by becoming more focused, it managed to address
some important matters in science education that traditionally produced or
sustained inequalities based on gender. For instance, the project articulated a
teacher training curriculum framework on gender and mathematics that includes a
set of reflective tools (self-observation based) that assist teachers to be aware, ask
questions and reflect on gender issues in their curriculum. The Curriculum
Framework is flexible enough to be used in different contexts either in-service
teacher training or pre-service, in different learning traditions and targeted for the
secondary levels of education. Both the design and application of the
curriculum/and tools will be based / will imply a collaborative and self-reflective
approach from a context-oriented and gender-sensitive perspective to learning
(teacher training). The Curriculum Framework was built on the basis of recent
research results which suggest that there is little if any at all, uptake of teachers
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training on the thematic orientation of gender and mathematics. In addition, the
Curriculum makes use of on-going research that also points to the direction that
socio-cultural and pedagogical factors expressed in terms of motivation and selfesteem, tend to affect girls’ performance in mathematics and have serious
consequences on girls’ choices of careers. This has direct implications for women’s
representation (or rather under-representation) in areas of social and economic
importance i.e. science and technology sectors.
The specific project objectives were to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

make publicly available the existing knowledge on gender and
mathematics,
reflect on the existing knowledge from a context oriented learning
approach,
establish a pan-European discourse on the existing practices and
knowledge on gender and mathematics,
design a model curriculum / framework on gender and mathematics for
teacher training (both in-service and pre-service) and
disseminate the project results (as per #4 above) to teacher training
institutions and teachers (math) associations.

In short, PREMA 2 managed to address a serious issue related to the gender gap in
science education, which is the ‘unnoticed’ or seemingly neutral curriculum
frameworks used in classrooms in terms of content, gendered representations and
language. By targeting primarily teachers, PREMA 2 provided valuable tools that
promote gender sensitivity and awareness that could bring positive change in the
uptake of science by girls.
The long-term impact of PREMA 2 was, and continues to be, the equitable access of
girls to the acquisition of competencies for living and working in the digital age. The
set of the project objectives equipped teacher training institutions and teachers
themselves with curriculum and reference materials through which reflections on
teaching practices can be made. The curriculum itself facilitated the ‘creation’ of
more informed teachers, as it constitutes the tool for institutions to structure
courses on gender and mathematics. In addition, the project organized discussion
forums that generated valuable inputs for considering the type of further research
required. The project outputs address the pedagogical focal points where gender
imbalance takes place and persists. In line with the basic assumption, according to
which gender imbalances stem from specific socio-cultural characteristics that differ
between education settings, PREMA2 strategy focuses on a rather general form of
classroom methodology and leaves it to the users to craft the proper tools that
support gender-sensitive education. There is much sense in this quasiinterventionist approach, particularly in light of the up-to-date bottom-up
pedagogical views that take autonomy and reflective practices as prime vehicles for
identifying and promoting good practices. Notwithstanding the innovative approach
that is taken, there is still need for further research regarding the appropriate
conditions under which autonomous and reflective actions are expected to develop
and thrive.
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The work done in PREMA2 suggests that teacher training should:
Promote reflective practice –integrated as much as possible into existing
curricula, to influence the practitioner’s practice in an equity- based model.
Strive for reduction of theoretical aspects to an essential kernel.
Offer to people in charge of teacher education as many resources as
possible.
The PREMA 2 tools can
http://prema2.iacm.forth.gr/tools/
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be

accessed

in

the

following

link:

Other Interesting Initiatives
SciCafe: The Science Cafés Network
Website: http://www.scicafe.eu
A European project funded under FP7-Science in Society (2009-2012). The
consortium –coordinated by iKhnowHow Informatics S.A, (Greece), is formed by 11
partners representing 9 EU countries.

The Scicafe project aims at promoting the idea of a science café as an effective
communication tool for science and technology. Based on previous experience, the
network adopts good practices all over Europe and implements new technologies in
order to attract young people and people from deprived areas.
The project's main target is to create a European network of Science Cafés in cities
of different geographical, demographic and cultural characteristics. The specific
mission of this network is the involvement of science in society issues, in order to
provide local civil society organizations with the scientific knowledge they need.
This initiative makes science accessible to all and enhances the opportunities of
marginalized groups to learn about scientific subjects and possibly choose a career
in a sector that interests them, by providing the public with direct contact to experts
and academics.
Meetings take place in cafés, bars, restaurants and even theatres, but always
outside a traditional academic context. Science Café is a forum for debating science
issues, not a shop window for science. The commitment is to promote public
engagement with science and to make science accountable. Science Café is a forum
for the discussion of important and interesting scientific issues. They are informal
and accessible - much more so than a public lecture. Audiences consist of people
who are interested in science but generally have never had the opportunity to
discuss their views with, and ask questions of, someone "in the know". Thus,
speakers assume that the audience/participants have no background on scientific
matters, which allows participation from the general public.
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Izven 40-ih (Out of Forty)
Website: www.outof40.org
A regional on-going since 2011 initiative from Slovenia (Foundation Modra Rijeka)
The main goal of the project is to develop a model of education, which can be used
in less developed regions (“out of forty” most developed mega-regions) avoiding
“cargo cult” (unsuccessful copying the most developed environments). In this
model, young people (high school and university students) stay for a week in a camp
and participate in a workshop. Students work together in small workgroups and
along with the support of professionals, try to address concrete problems and
develop different ideas, products or services. Working in trans-disciplinary groups,
young people acquire knowledge and skills necessary for successful professional
careers. The students learn how to analyze the problem, review existing solutions,
realize and test these, protect the intellectual property and commercialize the
solution.

This project started when a group of students from Tuzla University (Bosnia and
Herzegovina) visited Velenje in Slovenia and worked for a week on developing a
software package which assists children and disabled people to speak correctly.
After returning to Bosnia, students continued the work. The developed product was
tested and is used at the university for educational purposes. This year, the group
was enlarged with students from Serbia and Slovenia who participated in the
Summer Camp to develop software. Working together in a relaxed environment
proved to be extremely efficient and in a short time, a working prototype was
developed and the schedule for continuation of activities was set.
The Modra Rijeka foundation is committed to broadening the activities. The number
of students will increase, there will be more problems on which students will be
working and the web portal will be used for further development and dissemination
of the model in South-eastern Europe and beyond. In addition, more and stronger
links between the industry and civil society organization will be established.
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Les métiers ont-ils un sexe? (Do jobs have a gender?)
A regional French initiative (CRDP Lorraine, "Inspection Académique" of Meuse,
"Conseil Général" of Meuse, DDCSPP)
Can be accessed:
http://www.stencilscience.eu/documents/questionnaires_documents/1148/Plaquette_Orientationv2.p
df
In a context of disinterest in the sciences by young women, the Centre for
Pedagogical Documentation of Lorraine, the "Inspection Académique" of Meuse
have elaborated and printed, with the support of the "Conseil Général" of Meuse
and the “Direction Départementale de la Cohésion Sociale et de la Protection des
Populations”, a booklet for secondary school teachers. This publication aims to
provide teachers with a few key pieces of information to argue against stereotypes
concerning women and science (e.g. reconciling work and family life). Testimonies
of women scientists are also included in the booklet. This information and the
testimonies can be used to alleviate some of the obstacles girls face when
considering studies and careers in STEM, such as the influence parents can have on
the career orientation of their daughter, as they themselves harbor these same
stereotypes.
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Globo Local
An international project coordinated by Università La Sapienza di Roma, Italy.
Website: http://www.globolocal.net
The Globo Local project wants to promote a tool- the “Parallel Globe”, that allows
everybody to recognize his or her location on the planet Earth with respect to all
other people. The Parallel Globe is a globe placed so that your location on it faces
up and the poles point toward North and South. In conventional commercial globes,
the Northern Hemisphere always appears at the top and the Southern Hemisphere
at the bottom, and legends written on its surface are accordingly oriented. To the
contrary, the Parallel Globe is a “new” globe that is free to assume different
orientations according to the location of the country in which it is used. It allows
one to see how the sun illuminates the different regions of the Earth in real time,
helping to understand the time zones. It also enhances the understanding of the
alteration of seasons on the planet and helps to more fairly consider all countries.
The objectives of the project are the following:
Use the Parallel Globe as a didactic tool to spread an educational idea that
can interweave concrete experimentation with reflection and help to easily
understand day and night, time zones, seasons.
Broadly disseminate this tool at an international level, in particular in the
countries of the Austral hemisphere.
Share experiences about the use of the Parallel Globe by collecting, on a
website, data and pictures from countries of different longitude and
latitude, encouraging participants to exchange and use this information in
education.
Clarify the semantic and symbolic differences of the distinctions between
North-South, top-bottom, over-under, up-down in different languages and
cultures.
Highlight the political value of the Parallel Globe as a tool for intercultural
awareness, underlining differences between diverse local points of view
and their interdependence for democracy and culture.
During 2011, four international events have been organised (corresponding to the
equinoxes and solstices) to celebrate and “free” the Parallel Globe. Every school,
park, museum or institution joining the project was invited to set up a Parallel Globe
outdoor in the sun, following the indications given in the website
www.globolocal.net. Events, results and project activities are documented on the
project website.
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SECTION II
STENCIL CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS 2012:
WINNING INITIATIVES
Every year STENCIL launches a Call for Participants with the aim of actively involving
schools, teachers and all science education practitioners in the Network activities,
and especially in the identification and diffusion of innovative practices and
initiatives.
The first Call for Participants was launched in February 2012, inviting schools,
teachers, educators and all professionals in science education to implement
initiatives inspired by one of the good practices and/or criteria presented in the
STENCIL Annual Report n. 1. The Annual Report n.1, titled Enhancing Innovation and
Creativity in Science Teaching, highlights current science education policies and
innovative practices identified at national and European levels by STENCIL partners,
including Comenius and other EU funded projects.
The participation of the Call was open to initiatives and projects dealing with any
school subject linked to STEM at all school levels. Participants were asked to fill in a
description template with information on their project and to provide at least 1
photo or 1 video of the activity carried out. Further optional documentation could
be submitted, such as project results and outcomes, methodology descriptions,
educational materials, PowerPoint presentations and dissemination materials,
pupils’ assessment of the project. During the period the Call was open, a Helpdesk
was available on a Moodle platform where participants could ask questions and get
support about topics related to the Call.
In the first stage of the evaluation process, the STENCIL members collected,
analyzed and evaluated the projects submitted from their respective countries (the
coordinator evaluated also initiatives submitted from other EU member states and
candidate countries), using a set of common criteria and the revised table for the
“Identification of Best Practices: STENCIL Book” (see Annex).
Among all the initiatives submitted, one project was selected in each partner
country (plus one from “the rest of Europe”), and was given the label “STENCIL
National Good Practices 2012”.
In the second stage of the evaluation procedure, the STENCIL Network selected,
among the STENCIL National Good Practices identified in the first stage, the 2
winner projects of the STENCIL Call for Participants 2012, which were awarded a
prize (with of a value of 1,000 Euros) of their choice among the following options:
Science kits or materials to be used for science education activities at
school.
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nd

A grant covering the costs of participating in the STENCIL 2 international
st
conference held in Kassel, Germany, the 1 December 2012 with the aim of
presenting the project to an international audience.
Both winners chose to participate in the Kassel Conference.
All the projects selected in the Call are presented in the pages that follow.
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A. STENCIL 1 S T C ALL W INNER PROJECTS
Active Science – Young people engaged in science
(ScienzAttiva – I giovani e la scienza partecipata) Italy
Website: http://www.scienzattiva.eu
Active Science is an innovative technique to improve students’ scientific literacy and
positive attitude toward science and aims at making the students themselves the
protagonists of the learning process by stimulating their curiosity, creativity and
critical thinking. It links the world of scientific research with the schools, thanks to a
wide panel of experts who offer the participants their expertise with suitable, up-todate material and direct dialogue. In actual fact, the project adopts the deliberative
democracy method and instruments. The website http://www.scienzattiva.eu is the
key instrument for information and diffusion of the project activities and makes it
possible to increase the interaction among participants. It gives access to
pedagogical material and multimedia prepared especially for this project by
researchers to help and instruct the students. The open source platform is the space
of interaction, where students can dialogue with researchers, besides talking with
each other, sharing knowledge and experience. They can also create new
documents (including video and images) and share them with other working groups.
Students and researchers are the protagonists of Active Science, together with
teachers, who are previously trained to be capable to lead their students during
each phase of the project.
The project objectives are to:
Encourage active involvement and scientific citizenship feeling of high
school students.
Promote dialogue among high school students, their teachers and
researchers.
Co-operate with local institutions (culture, education, innovation).
Promote scientific career choices and encourage equal opportunities.
Make young people aware of the scientific issues involved in the public
debate.
Increase scientific opportunities for schools using innovative instruments.
Foster and make use of the most modern techniques of communication.
Go from “pilot” to “large scale” projects in high school involvement.
Active Science started in 2009 and each year has been dedicated to different
themes. So far, 3 editions have taken place. A scientific committee identifies the
subjects. A panel of experts is set up for each topic; each expert can interact with
students, thus providing a direct link between education and research. The first
edition (2009/10) dealt with the topics “Energy, Atmospheric pollution”; the second
edition (2010/11) was focused on “Water, Energy and climate change, Stem cells”;
and the last edition (2011/ 2012) was about “Nanosciences and Stem Cell”.
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Until now, 3,500 students have been involved in the 3 themes editions organized so
far and 4,200 are foreseen to participate in the new edition 2012/2013. The project
has been awarded the ’Engage U’ Award, in the European Competition for Best
Innovations in University Outreach and Public Engagements, as one of the 3 best
communication projects (http://engageawards.com/entry/66).
Schools and teachers from all over Italy can apply to Active Science through the web
site, by choosing one of the topics / themes proposed.
The project is articulated in four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pre-knowledge: summary of what students know about the topic before
the project starts.
Information: group work and dialogue with the experts to build a scientific
knowledge on the selected topic.
Proposals: group work and dialogue with experts in order to hypothesize
future scenarios.
Final live meeting: a final discussion in order to reach a common
agreement and statement.

Active Science foresees training meetings for teachers that are organized before the
activities begin. The training is focused on the deliberative democracy methods and
on the scientific aspects of the topics to be investigated.
Active Science is almost entirely built on the web through an open source platform
developed specifically. The web allows the involvement of a large number of
participants, while maintaining high interaction between them. For this reason, the
project met the interest of the Italian Ministry of Education, which contributed to its
expansion at a national level, and steps are being taken to expand it on a European
scale. Active Science is offered by Agorà Scienza (http://www.agorascienza.it).

Photo: Agorà Scienza
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Math Laboratory of Protypa Peiramatika (Pilot) Schools
of Herakleion (Εργαςτήριο Μαθηματικών Πρότυπων
Πειραματικών Σχολείων Ηρακλείου) Greece
Website: http://mathlab.mysch.gr/
The Math Laboratory is an initiative which has set two main targets: to promote
innovative teaching activities for mathematics and astronomy education tested in
real class situations and to produce educational material and publish it through its
website. The aim is to contribute to a better understanding of Mathematics through
modelling, experimentation and construction.
During its three year activity, Math Laboratory has performed many actions, most of
them integrated within the school programme time frame (implemented during
teaching hours). The materials used may be as simple as cardboard, scissors,
compasses etc., or advanced technologies such as interactive whiteboard,
educational software etc.
The projects realized in Math Laboratory can be categorized as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Student group constructions, i.e. the mosaics –artefacts for the symmetry
subject, and the astronomy board games.
Museum visits, such as visiting the interactive math exhibition in our town,
after which the students created a small in-school museum.
Cooperation with the University. Not just accepting undergraduate
students to practice teaching skills for training purposes, but also
participating in University projects, lie the Stanford University project "SID"
for measuring Solar Flares, introduced to Math Laboratory by the Physics
Department of Crete. Another example was meeting the cosmonaut
Fyodor Yurchikhin and inviting the Astronomy Student Team of Crete
University for a lecture.
Communication with other organizations for educational purposes, to
exchange material and experiences.
Support mathematics teachers in a variety of ways: Participation to in-class
activities, monitoring and evaluating teaching activities, facilitating access
to digital educational material, promoting communication and exchange of
ideas.
Promotion of ICT’s technologies and educational software in the teaching
of Maths.

Students are very much involved in these activities. They show great interest, are
very active and eager to participate. Very often it is the students who decide which
projects will be realized and how. The Math Laboratory supports them by providing
the necessary/suitable resources to implement the activities. In this way, students
not only create and communicate their ideas and work but also become more
reflective and obtain satisfaction from learning as they learn how to learn.
In conclusion, Math Laboratory has achieved the following goals:
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Helped students cultivate positive attitudes towards Maths and Science.
Highlighted the connection between Maths, Science and Art.
Disseminated good practices and experiences among teachers, regarding
the teaching of Mathematics.
Established connections with the local University and other Educational
Organizations inside and outside Greece.

The Math Laboratory remains open to new challenges and ideas to enrich and
expand educational skills of math students and teachers.
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B. STENCIL N ATIONAL G OOD P RACTICES 2012
BULGARIA

Application of knowledge of physics in the areas of
Electronics and Electronic Engineering (Приложение на
знания по физика
Електроника)

в

областите

Електротехника

и

Website: http://physics.mgberon.com
The initiative was carried out in the High School of Mathematics “Dr. P. Beron” in
Varna between February and June 2012. This extra curriculum activity –which is the
result of a collaboration between the school and specialized laboratories in the
departments of “Theoretical and measuring electronics” and “Microelectronics” of
the Technical University of Varna- has taken the form of an “Applied Electronics
Club”.
Students had an opportunity to
apply their concrete knowledge of
physics in the areas of electronics
and electronic engineering, which
are the basis of contemporary
technologies, and to develop
practical skills in working with
measuring devices, electronic
circuits and other devices.
Photo Petya Kostadinova

Students received actual information from the staff of the University about
disciplines, project work and opportunities for professional engagement in various
companies in Bulgaria and abroad. University lecturers have also demonstrated the
operation of contemporary measurement devices and different equipment and
gave students the opportunity to practice with SNAP circuits kits.
The knowledge and skill the students acquired were applied in developing devices of
their choice (i.e. power suppliers with a voltage of 12V, automatic light
management of a house, electronic circuits for logical operators, active headphones,
remote control and others).
This initiative encourages students’ interest in science, technology and engineering
disciplines and supports their professional orientation.
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GERMANY

Exploring everything about Elder trees: with Eyes,
Hands, Nose, Mouth and Ears! (Was man alles über Holunder
entdecken kann: mit Augen, Händen, Nase, Mund und Ohren!)
Website: http://www.wakiga-pfifferlinge.de/Holunderprojekt/
In this explorative, collaborative and activity-oriented learning process, children
from the pre-primary school Die Pifferlinge in Erlangen gained technical knowledge
about the plant species as well as practical knowledge about the uses of
elderflowers and how to make an elderwood kazoo.
The “Elder project” is offered on a yearly basis and lasts for a week. The aim of the
project is to transfer technical and practical knowledge about the elder tree by
applying research findings from developmental psychology that shows that children
learn about the world not only through thinking, but rather by engaging sensory and
motor perceptions. Natural environments best provide a comprehensive sensory
experience. Nature provides original (rather than reconstructed) sensual
experiences.
Each of the activities relates to scientific questions from several disciplines (such as
physics). Basic scientific skills of observation, measurement and development and
testing of hypotheses are conveyed. The project also promotes the development of
gross and fine motor-skills, team work, aesthetic sensibilities and respect for nature.
Following the project, the children developed further creative ideas during their
free-play (for example, the construction of a water piping system from hollow elder
branches) or carried their technical knowledge over into other contexts (for
example, advising an adult with a cold to drink elderflower tea).

Elder plant itself

Frying the elder flowers
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MALTA

On Site Learning - Science and Environmental Studies
Website: www.stellamariscollege.edu.mt
This initiative originated from the Stella Maris College Teachers, who wanted to
organize a trip based on learning outside the class. The science team took the
opportunity to cover the part of the "Our Environment" syllabus and to teach skills
associated with fieldwork, which would not otherwise have been used in class. The
initiative aims at children aged between 11-12 years, which is the first year of the
secondary education.
The main objective of this project is for students to learn about Predictions.
Students address scientific questions, make observations and recordings of the
environment using basic scientific tools, answer questions using a test, record and
produce simple graphs of the results, work in a team and safely in an outdoor
environment.
This year over 100 students benefited from engaging in such activity. The number
continues to rise each year as more teachers become aware of this initiative.

Apart from the impact the project has had on the students, another outcome from
this initiative is the production of a number of educational materials that have been
made available to all science teachers in the school. These include handbooks,
teaching materials, science simulations or experimentations, production of DVD,
and more.
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PORTUGAL

Implementation of a Geosciences Project in a State
Middle School (Implementação do Projeto Geociências numa
Escola Básica)
Geosciences Project is an attempt to modify the "modus operandi" of students.
Starting from daily situations, students look for physical principles, using
appropriate procedures of investigation and treatment of information. In this way,
learning becomes more contextualized, meaningful and connected to the
surrounding environment. Students are motivated and the teaching / learning
process is facilitated.
th

This project is intended for High school students (8 grade) in the Góis region.
Multidisciplinary contents are used to create links between the chosen themes and
their environment and professional family activities (fireman, timber, etc), taking
into account student´s interests, the class traits and the interaction between science
and society.

Project activities include: collection of information, data manipulation, participation
in lab experiments, building of database, statistical treatment, analysis of graphical
data, participation in site visits and field trips.
The students that participate in this project developed scientific literacy and
citizenship competences. Also, foreign languages learning has been promoted since
students handled scientific data in English and translated the work produced.
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SLOVENIA

Production of Waste Water Treatment Plant Model
(Izdelava modela čistilne naprave)
Website: http://www.scv.si
This initiative was realized in the Šolski center Velenje School, in the framework of
“Project week” during which students work on selected projects and then present
the results achieved.
In this project, students designed, produced and tested the model of a biological
wastewater treatment plant. They worked as an inter-disciplinary team (addressing
topics related to mechanics, chemistry, biology, automation, computer design and
computer process control), and were able to resolve complex project issues
covering different areas. Good planning, excellent conditions for work and strong
support from teachers facilitated their endeavour.
Students used a CAD programme
to design the model. To construct
it, part of the team was
responsible for the mechanical
component and another for the
development of the electronic and
electrical parts. Programmers
were developed, tested and
implemented to control the
model. The pilot model was
functioning successfully and will
be used as a didactic tool in the
educational process.
Through this hands-on, holistic
approach, which is based on teamwork and intensive use of ICT,
students had the opportunity to
use their knowledge and skills to
generate excellent results. The experience gained in developing this complex model
will be very useful in their future professional life.
Students demonstrated what can be achieved if an environment open to creativity,
innovation and opportunities for implementation is offered to them.
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Turkey

Ecology House Project (Ekoloji Evi Projesi)
Website: http://www.ekolojievi.com/index.php/galeri
This project aims to provide primary and secondary school students who live in rural
areas of the Izmir Province with an understanding of nature, ecological order and
interaction between living species.
In order to raise students’ awareness of the environment they are living in and to
teach them to respect it, a number of theoretical and hands-on activities have been
designed and are implemented in the Environmental Protection and Research
Foundation in Derekoy, Kemalpasa, Izmir and universities in the Izmir Province.
Students gain experience via site-field visits and a wide range of simple activities /
applications that are relevant to the surrounding environment, from radioactive gas
measurements, observations with microscopes, evaluating renewable energy
teaching kits, to personal hygiene, micro and macro organisms.
After a brief introductory lecture
from the instructor, university
personnel and professionals from
diverse
scientific
fields,
an
application
or
implementation
activity takes place. Then the
students are encouraged to discuss
questions, express their remarks,
interpret findings and relate these to
their knowledge, giving them the
chance to assimilate the topic. This
approach does not only improve
students’ knowledge, but also allows
them to spread good practices to
friend, parents etc.
Through
this
interdisciplinary
approach, students gain a positive
perspective on science, enhance their curiosity, develop their creativity and at the
same time gain self-confidence and increase their ability to contribute actively to
the environment protection.
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Rest of EU

Action Sun – let’s bring the sun to Earth (Deirdre Kelleghan,
Ireland)
Website: http://www.deirdrekelleghan.net/
Showing the sun to children with a solar scope is a lengthy process. It is difficult for
children to comprehend the scale of out nearest star. Deirdre Kelleghan, an amateur
astronomer and artist, has put Action Sun together to bridge that gap and help
groups of children achieve some understanding of the sun in safety.
This initiative is an indoor or outdoor activity which allows groups of children to
participate in building a large solar disc or several solar discs. This “earth-built sun”
mimics the photosphere and chromosphere of the sun, includes sunspots, filaments,
and prominences present on the sun ideally in real time. The materials are simple –
paper, glue and paint. It is kinesthetic participatory learning for young children. The
activity educates and supports science through art and a creative and explorative
process. It is a cooperative activity encouraging social skills and group learning.
Action Sun enhances a child’s knowledge and encourages curiosity and further
learning.

Photo Paula O'Donnell
An 8 foot diameter sun created by St Cronans Stargazers Deirdre's school based astronomy
club in Bray Co Wicklow.

Action Sun can bring the sun to Earth in real time by taking exact data from the
robotic space telescope Solar Dynamics Observatory. Students are really interested
in building the sun because it is very new to them and they enjoy the challenge.
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Action Sun stimulates dialogue about the sun as the build continues. The learning is
absorbed in the doing. The diameter of the solar disc is flexible to suit the size of the
group and the budget. Participants are encouraged to use ICT to extend their
learning about the sun and its features. The evaluation results indicate that the
program is realistic in its aim to bring an understanding of the sun’s features to large
groups of children.
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SECTION III
T EACHER R ESOURCES
In this Section presented are selected websites with Material that can be used in the class.

A. E UROPEAN
Ecsite is the European network of science centers and museums, linking science
communication professionals in more than 400 institutions in 50 countries. Ecsite
connects member institutions through projects and activities and facilitates the
exchange of ideas and best practice on current issues. It also aims at engaging the
public in science through accessible, interactive exhibits and programmes.
Science centers and museums provide a common ground where scientists and the
public can meet and discuss controversial and contemporary issues about science
and technology. These also provide students with educational activities that
complement the school curricula and offer training and professional advancement
programmes for teachers.
The Resources section of the website is dedicated to collecting documents and
information on the activities carried out by science centers and museums, as well as
on the relevant thematic issues.
http://www.ecsite.eu/activities_and_resources/resources
Einstein Online web portal provides information about Albert Einstein's theories of
relativity and their coolest applications, from the smallest particles to black holes
and cosmology.
http://www.einstein-online.info/
Engineering Interact is a new and exciting free educational resource for primary
school children aged 9 to 11. The resource provides fully interactive, engaging game
environments and high-quality learning material tailored to the National Curriculum
of England.
Information about real world applications and cutting edge research motivates
children and introduces them to the exciting subject of engineering. This resource
has been created by the University of Cambridge, Department of Engineering, with a
grant from the HEFCE Aspirations Fund and the University of Cambridge Active
Community fund.
http://www.engineeringinteract.org/interact.htm
The European Physical Society (EPS) is a not for profit association whose members
include 41 National Physical Societies in Europe, individuals from all fields of
physics, and European research institutions.
The EPS studies issues of concern to all European countries relating to physics
education, not only at the university level, but also at the primary and secondary
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levels. It pilots activities through its Physics Education Division and participates in EU
funded projects. EPS Member Societies exchange information on developments in
their countries and share ideas and best practices.
Through the website, European and national pedagogical resources (innovative
science education materials) can be accessed.
http://www.eps.org/?page=education
European Schoolnet (EUN) is a network of 30 Ministries of Education in Europe and
beyond. EUN was created 15 years ago with the aim of bringing about innovation in
teaching and learning to its key stakeholders: Ministries of Education, schools,
teachers and researchers.
European Schoolnet has been active in the field of Open Educational Resources
(OER) for over a decade. It has developed the Learning Resource Exchange (LRE)
service that currently enables schools to find over 240,000 OER resources from
more than 50 content providers.
http://lreforschools.eun.org/web/guest;jsessionid=EF14F312B537E8C77C1D1286A7
534B4F
The European Space Agency (ESA) is Europe’s gateway to space. Since ESA was
created more than 30 years ago, one of its most important tasks has been to inform
the public about the latest advances and discoveries in the space field, and to
develop programmes that will inspire young people to pursue careers in science and
technology.
http://www.esa.int/esaCP/index.html
ESA's Education Office aim is to help young Europeans gain and maintain an interest
in science and technology. This is achieved by organizing various activities designed
for specific age groups, keeping the educational community informed about these
developments, and providing inspirational materials that assist teachers and
students with the learning process. These activities can be broadly subdivided into
the following categories: Hands-on projects, International cooperation activities,
Opportunities for students, Outreach initiatives and Support to teachers.
Inspirational science teaching is the key to Europe’s future as a leader in space.
Through the introduction of national resource offices (ESERO) in various Member
States, teachers are able to access specially developed materials that are tailored to
their needs and to attend dedicated training workshops. A number of lesson plans,
fact sheets and comprehensive education kits are also available online.
http://www.esa.int/SPECIALS/ESERO_Project/index.html
The Fibonacci Project: Designing, implementing, testing and formalizing a process of
dissemination in Europe of inquiry-based teaching and learning methods in science
and mathematics (IBSM) in primary and secondary schools. The project aims at a
large dissemination of IBSM education in Europe, through the tutoring of institutions in progress (universities, teachers training centers, research institutions, etc.),
by institutions with high recognition in science education. One of the outcomes of
the Fibonacci Project is the production and the sharing of educational resources. In
the “Resources” section, interested parties can find various free resources on the
Project’s Starting package; Scientific background; Implementing Inquiry-Based
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Science Education; Inquiry-Based Education in Mathematics; Support Handbook for
establishing a reference centre for science and mathematics education; and, material for classes and teacher training
www.fibonacci-project.eu
Futurelab at National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER, UK) is committed
to developing creative and innovative approaches to education, teaching and
learning. This is achieved through a mixture of research, school development, CPD
workshops, and resources.
Futurelab aims to inspire, challenge and engage all young people in rich and
rewarding learning experiences that will equip them with the essential skills and
attitudes for life, learning and working in the 21st Century –by making the most of
new approaches to learning and through the innovative use of technology.
The lab takes evidence of what works and turns it into practical tools and services to
help teachers, schools and policy makers provide the best possible learning for
young people. A range of products, services and resources is offered, underpinned
by the highly-regarded research programmes: Enquiring Schools programme, CPD
workshops, Projects, and Resources
http://www.futurelab.org.uk/home
The iTEC website provides innovative learning activities, practical tips on how to use
ICT to enhance teaching and learning and training and exchange opportunities to all
teachers.
The purpose of iTEC Learning Activities is to support teachers in introducing the
principle of innovation into their teaching practices. Developed by teachers from 14
countries across Europe, in collaboration with policy makers, pedagogical specialists
and industry experts, iTEC Learning Activities often involve teamwork, use of
technological tools, and working outside of traditional classroom environments.
They are highly flexible resources that can be integrated into the class, by choosing
the learning objectives, context, and delivery.
http://itec.eun.org/web/guest/activities-and-tools
In the field of biodiversity, KeyToNature has developed a range of new, easy and
paper-free identification tools, for use within schools and universities across Europe.
They are available on a variety of platforms including laptops and mobile phones
and can be tailored to individual requirements.
http://www.keytonature.eu/wiki/
Marie Curie's Lessons (by La Maison des Sciences) is the English complement of the
website "Les leçons de Marie Curie" about the exhibition-workshop "Marie Curie's
lessons" based upon the book from Isabelle Chavannes's sketchbook. All materials –
posters and documents, can be downloaded.
https://sites.google.com/site/mariecurieslessons
Nano-Tech Science Education (NTSE) aims to use ICTs as a tool to make the learning
of science subjects more attractive and accessible. The project target groups are
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students from general and vocational schools, aged 13 to 18; teachers in science
subject, as well as college & university students attending science education courses
(prospective school teachers in sciences). The project has established a Virtual Lab,
as an experimental virtual aid to science learning. This serves as a platform for
science lessons, as a database of teaching materials and as a hub for sciencelearning-related graphic aids and recorded and illustrated appealing experiments on
Nano-Tech. It includes a Nano-Science Center, presenting to learners and their inservice or future teachers, the miracles of nano-technologies.
http://31.13.228.57/NanoVirtualLab/
The national network of Science Learning Centres provides exciting and effective
science Continuing Professional Development for those working with pupils aged 5
to 19.The National STEM Centre eLibrary (UK) offers a treasure chest of resources
for teachers and lecturers of Science, Design & Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics. Thousands of resources are also now available through an easy to
search online 'eLibrary'. From contemporary multimedia through to treasured
archive materials, the eLibrary has something new for every STEM teacher.
http://www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary
The Open Science Resources (OSR) portal enables users to access the finest digital
collections in European science centers and museums, to follow educational
pathways connecting objects tagged with semantic metadata and to enrich the
contents provided with social tags of their choice. OSR includes numerous
educational materials in the form of educational content (images of exhibits and
scientific instruments, videos, animations, exercises, graphs, links) and of
educational pathways (structured and open learning activities organized according
the inquiry based pedagogical model). Users can search for the educational
materials in the "Explore OSR" section or to upload their own materials to the OSR
Repository, using the "Share your Content" section.
http://www.osrportal.eu/en/repository
Science in School aims to promote inspiring science teaching by encouraging
communication between teachers, scientists, and everyone else involved in
European science education.
Contents include teaching materials; cutting-edge science; important science topics,
projects in science education; interviews with inspiring scientists and teachers;
reviews of books and other resources; and European events for teachers and
schools, and many other useful resources for science teachers.
Originally supported by European Commission under an FP6 grant, Science in School
is now published and funded by EIROforum (a partnership between eight of
Europe’s largest inter-governmental scientific research organisations).
http://www.scienceinschool.org/
Scientix – the community for science education in Europe – was created to facilitate
regular dissemination and sharing of know-how and best practices in science
education across the European Union.
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Scientix collects teaching materials and research reports from European science
th
th
education projects financed by the European Union under the 6 and 7 Framework
Programmes for Research and Technological Development (DG Research), the
Lifelong Learning Programme (DG Education and Culture) and various national
initiatives. Scientix is managed by European Schoolnet (EUN) on behalf of the
European Commission (DG Research).
http://www.scientix.eu/web/guest/resources
The SEEP Network: Science Education European Platform is a network of teachers,
teacher trainers and policy makers who are shaping the future of science education.
Members in the SEEP network are working and learning together for the benefit of
youths who are choosing careers in science. Amongst its activities are: online
discussion forums, research and training workshops. The portal includes Science
Teaching Resources (audiovisual, articles, good practices in science teaching, etc)
http://www.seepnetwork.eu/
Xplora is the European gateway to science education. It is aimed at teachers, pupils,
scientists, science communicators and science educators. Its services are focused on
serving teachers of science, as a resource to stimulate compelling, innovative
teaching, raising interest in science acting and scientific careers among young
people. Xplora is built by European Schoolnet together with a consortium of
partners including ECSITE and more than 12 science museums across Europe. It is
supported by the project, PENCIL –funded by the DG for Research as part of the
Science and Society action of the Sixth Framework Programme. The Xplora gateway
itself offers activities, tools, resources, background articles and other teaching
material. It has a team of teachers from Europe, the target group of Xplora, to
develop material, disseminate it in their regions and guide the development of the
gateway.
http://www.xplora.org/ww/en/pub/xplora/about/the_xplora_gateway.htm
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B. I NTERNATIONAL
The Board on Science Education (BOSE), USA is a standing board within the Division
of Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education at the National Research Council,
the operating arm of the National Academies. BOSE provides advice on the research
and best practices for science education at all levels in school and non-school
settings and interprets research findings to inform practice.
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bose/
The Encyclopedia of Life (EOL) brings together information about all life on earth text, images, video, sounds, maps, classifications and more - all freely available online.
Educators can use EOL in creative ways for their specific needs. The content and
tools on EOL can help teachers of sciences or humanities in formal or informal
educational settings to structure lesson plans, plan class activities, reinforce
concepts, and introduce biology topics.
http://eol.org/info/teaching_resources
FREE –Federal Resources for Educational Excellence (USA) makes it easier to find
teaching and learning resources. More than 1,500 federally supported teaching and
learning resources are included from dozens of Federal agencies. New sites are
added regularly.
FREE is among the most popular K-12 websites maintained by the U.S. Department
of Education because of the many great resources being offered by contributing
Federal agencies.
http://www.free.ed.gov/subjects.cfm?subject_id=41
The Molecularium® Project (USA) is the flagship outreach and education effort of
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's Nanotechnology Center - bringing audiences
worldwide into the amazing nanoscale world of atoms and molecules.
The Project’s mission is to expand science literacy and awareness. It aims to excite
audiences of all ages to explore and understand the molecular nature of the world
around them. This is done through compelling stories, experiential learning and
unprecedented visualizations in immersive and interactive media.
The Molecularium® Educator Resources provide activity-based lessons and handson experiments to explore the exciting nanoscale universe of atoms and molecules
with your students. These resources aim to make science fun with discovery-based
lessons that introduce key scientific concepts of atoms and molecules through
engaging activities.
http://www.molecularium.com/kidsite.html
Nobelprize.org is the official web site of the Nobel Prize. Visitors will find
information for every Nobel Prize since 1901, including the Nobel Laureates'
biographies, Nobel Lectures, interviews, photos, articles, video clips, press releases,
educational games and more.
Through the assistance of foundations, corporate sponsors and educational bodies,
Nobel Media AB creates and presents entirely free interactive, multimedia
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productions aimed at inspiring young people to learn more about the achievements
of the Nobel Laureates. These are rapidly becoming extremely popular resources for
teachers and students.
http://www.nobelprize.org/
Nobelprize.org's educational section consists of 46 productions. Of these, 29 are
interactive learning games of various sorts and degrees of difficulties. Most of them
also include a "Read more" about the subject. (Physics, Chemistry, Medicine,
Literature, Peace Prize Related and Prize in Economic Sciences Related)
http://www.nobelprize.org/educational/all_productions.html
Teach Science and Math (USA) is a community site dedicated to encouraging and
supporting K-12 science and math teachers. It’s a place where teachers come to find
ideas, tips, and resources regarding the best practices for teaching and learning.
http://www.teachscienceandmath.com/tag/best-practices-in-math-and-science/
In the Ptable website, one can find a dynamic periodic table which can be used on
interactive boards. Ptable is available in many languages, and provides useful
information in science and technology classes for primary and elementary schools
and in chemistry classes for high schools.
http://ptable.com/
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C. N ATIONAL
Resources in Bulgarian
The site was created to help students of the "Dimitar Blagoev" school in the
teaching of computer science and information technology. The materials are
arranged by grade. Many of the materials are published in pdf format that is
suitable for printing. The site contains materials for other subjects which are
accessible after registration.
http://it.souprovadia.info/
Materials on biology, geography, physics, chemistry, developed and presented by
the School for Science and Mathematics "Nancho Popovich", Shumen.
The site presents the work of the Training Centre for Natural Sciences at PMG
"Nancho Popovich", established in 2011 with the support of the Foundation
America for Bulgaria. Its goal is to provide experimental tasks and demonstration
experiments to assist students in learning and teachers in the teaching of natural
sciences.
www.pmgsh.bg
This site aims to make the learning of mathematics attractive to all students that are
studying this subject. It is maintained and enriched with the help and participation
of students and teachers from the old school of economics in Veliko Tarnovo.
Downloading is free of charge.
http://mat.net-bg.info/
The site introduces science through games and fun experiments that illustrate
physical phenomena. The presented experiments are easy to implement and do not
require complex preparation, yet imperceptibly introduce many laws and
phenomena. The site is developed by teachers and students of the secondary
school “Ivan Vazov” at Mezdra town. Amongst the topics covered are: light,
electrostatics, magnetism, sound, pressure, energy, fluids and heat.
http://www.zabavniopiti.hit.bg/

The site provides an open space for uploading and downloading educational
resources that can be used directly in the class. Access is granted to registered users
and those that have published an initiative in the STENCIL web portal. The
educational resources are for science teaching.
http://stencil-codam.net
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Resources in French
La main à la Pâte, website includes many pedagogical resources in French for
teachers accessible from the section «Consulter nos ressources» (Consult our
resources)
http://www.lamap.fr.
The EN version of the La main à la Pâte Fondation also proposes some key
documents in English: http://www.fondation-lamap.org/en/page/9598/resourcesfor-international-cooperation#overlay-context=page/9534/laction-internationaleressources
Les leçons de Marie Curie. Ten lessons based on the manipulation and
understanding of some fundamental laws of elementary physics by the use of
experimental instruments and measurement used in science taught by Marie Curie
in 1907-1908. An excellent teacher, eager to share knowledge, Marie Curie adapts
her discourse to the understanding of children to whom it is addressed, invites them
to experience the pleasure of discovery, presents them with a "beautiful
experience" and gives them time to make it again.
https://sites.google.com/site/lmdsmariecurie/home
Activities in class: https://sites.google.com/site/lmdsmariecurie/du-cote-des-enfants
(fr)
Linguistic versions of the exhibition-workshop:
https://sites.google.com/site/lmdsmariecurie/l-exposition
CAP SCIENCES is an entertainment and exhibition centre open to the public for the
discovery and understanding of scientific phenomena, technological principles,
applications and industrial know-how. The website includes a pedagogical section
with pedagogical folders to download.
http://www.cap-sciences.net/pageseditos,32,left_73340124.html
Universcience is a public institution created by the merger between the Palais de la
découverte and the Cité des sciences et de l'industrie. The website notably proposes
pedagogical online thematically-classified resources.
http://www.universcience.fr/fr/laboratoire/labo/sl/1239022828884/laboratoire/
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Resources in German
The website LEIFI contains assignments, tests, experiments, materials and reading
materials that complement and extend the physics lab. LEIFI emerged from decades
of teaching experiences at a High School in Munich. The initiative was awarded with
the Georg Kerschensteiner Prize 2011 of the German Physical Society.
http://www.leifiphysik.de/
The Internet portal Welt der Physik (World of Physics) aims to raise interest in both
young people and adults in the area of science. Involved are numerous universities,
Max Planck institutes and research centers in Germany, various interest groups such
as the conference of physics and the DPG working group and scientist. The portal
provides online materials, several RSS feeds, a YouTube channel, a Twitter feed and
a podcase.
http://www.weltderphysik.de/
FEMTO – Welt (Femto World) was developed at the Institute for Experimental
Physics I, University of Würzburg and offers a playful introduction to the world of
ultra-short laser pulses.
http://www.physik.uni-wuerzburg.de/femto-welt/
Nano-Reisen is a multilingual Website offering interactive journeys into Micro and
Nano cosmos. The initiative is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research and the VDI Technology.
http://www.nanoreisen.de/
Tempolimit Lichtgeschwindigkeit (Space Time Travel) website offers visualization of
the theory of relativity: online papers, images, movies and paper models by the
physics education group of the University of Hildesheim.
http://www.spacetimetravel.org/
Offene Naturführer portal gathers free teaching and learning materials in the field
of biodiversity for youth and adults.
http://offene-naturfuehrer.de/
Mathe rockt (Math rocks) aims to raise the interest of young people in the subject
of mathematics and provides several materials.
http://www.matherockt.de/
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Resources in Greek
The Eugenides Foundation is contributing to education through its scientific and
non-scientific publications, planetarium programmes, its scientific library, scientific
exhibitions and other educational initiatives. Its Digital Resources offer access to
Stargate and Digital World webpages.
Stargate adopting the motto “Join us on a wonderful journey to the "brave new
world" of Astronomy and Cosmology!” consists of four main thematic sections: a)
1,001 Words (impressive photograph of astronomical interest with a brief
explanatory caption are added on a regular basis), b) Topic of the Month (selfcontained articles on various astronomical topics, which often refer to timely
issues), c) Periscope (presents in brief, current news and the latest discoveries in
astronomy and cosmology research), and d) Man and the Universe (a more detailed
introduction to astronomy and cosmology is presented here, beginning with the
solar system and concluding with the Big Bang.)
http://www.eugenfound.edu.gr/frontoffice/portal.asp?cpage=node&cnode=24
Digital World offers 4 learning paths, one for each of the following themes: Light &
Matter, Little Scientist, Communication, and Technology. Each path consists of
informative and experimental activities and/or short exhibitions, most of them
interactive, addressing the stated educational objectives and questions for students.
http://www.eugenfound.edu.gr/frontoffice/portal.asp?cpage=node&cnode=300
The Educational Technology Lab of the Department of Education, National
Kapodistrian University of Athens hosts a webpage through which educational
resources can be accessed, such as on-site hands-on student work with a large
variety of educational software and authoring systems for education; Professional
development material for teachers and teacher educators; On-line availability of
course material, publication of exemplary student projects and student discussion
fora.
http://etl.ppp.uoa.gr/_content/Anaptyxiako_ergo/index_development.htm
The CoSyLLab (Computer Supported Learning Engineering Lab) belongs to the
Department of Digital Systems of the University of Piraeus. Through the webpage of
this research unit Learning Tools can be accessed
http://cosy.ted.unipi.gr/
skoool.gr an Intel® driven initiative that offers innovative, interactive and exciting
learning resources for primary and secondary school children in Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Environmental education.
skoool.gr
One of the main aims of the Math Laboratory is to produce educational material –
tested in real classroom environment, and published these through its website.
Available resources include students’ work (constructions and projects), as well as
material that can support mathematics teachers in a variety of ways.
http://mathlab.mysch.gr/
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Resources in Italian
Matefitness is a project from the National Research Council that presents
mathematics to school students and to the general public in a new way, not just as a
school subject, but as something linked to creativity, curiosity, and fun. Materials
and contents are available for registered users.
http://www.matefitness.it
Chimica e Indagini di Polizia: a project, organised by the Chemistry Department “G.
Ciamician” of the University of Bologna, aimed at Introducing students to the
experimental scientific method, using chemistry applied to forensic issues, with
some "special effect" that gives a touch of playfulness to learning. A crucial message
is also given to pupils: it is important to understand your talents to make a good
choice after graduation, which will be crucial to your existential realization; it is
important for University to have talented and motivated students, a necessary
condition for high quality of university education. Materials used within “Leading
Pupils to bachelor of Science – Forensic Chemistry”, are available on the web site:
http://www.ciam.unibo.it/laureescientifiche/corsi-laboratorio/chimica-e-indagini-dipolizia/
Teaching Materials on Maths, Physics and Sciences are available for free download
on the web site of the Provincial Institute of Educational Research and
Experimentation of Trento.
http://www.iprase.tn.it/iprase/details?type=documentazione&lan=IT&noderef=wor
kspace://SpacesStore/b6886365-88f2-4145-940d-0ef1ad4e9baf
iCleen is a project of MUSE – Museum of Sciences of Trento former Tridentino.
http://www.icleen.museum/web/guest/progetto
Matefiabe website presents a set of materials to foster maths learning through
tales, developed by the teacher Annalisa Sodi in the primary school Scuola-Città
Pestalozzi of Florence.
http://ospitiweb.indire.it/~fimm0011/index.html
Tica e Bio is a web site to discover genetics and biotechnology by listening and
reading tales and playing games with “Tica & Bio”.
http://www.ticaebio.com/home/default.htm
Particles Adventures is a website by the National Institute of Nuclear Physics that
guides you in discovering the Particle Physics.
http://www.infn.it/multimedia/particle/paitaliano/preview.html
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Resources from Malta (in EN)
MASE: Maltese Association of Science Educators
http://www.masemalta.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1&It
emid=2
The need for more communication among science educators, who teach at various
levels and in different types of schools in the Maltese islands, had long been felt.
The initiative to address this need, through the setting up of an association was
taken in 2006 by fifteen practicing science teachers who were reading for a Masters
degree in Science Education at the University of Malta. Science teachers support the
setting up of such organization and welcomed this initiative.
Resources are available through the link
http://www.masemalta.com/index.php?option=com_weblinks&view=categories&It
emid=6

NSTF Science: National Student Travel Foundation
The main objective of NSTF Science is: "to generate awareness and interest amongst
students at all education levels of the nation in the importance of science and
scientific research to one's daily life and to experience and promote science out of
the classroom through hands-on projects, exhibitions, experimentation, research and
discussion from both a scientific and ethical perspective".
Over the past years, NSTF has developed a Science Programme together with the
Malta Chamber of Scientists and the Malta Council of Science and Technology to
increase the interest of students in Science and Technology and encourage them to
read for degrees in science and take up careers within this sphere. The peak of all
these programmes is the NSTF Science Week.
Students from secondary and technical schools participating in the Contest and
School Contest for Young Scientists exhibit their scientific and technological projects
with the opportunity of going on to represent Malta at the EU Contest for Young
Scientists, the Expo Science Europe and the Belgian Science Expo.
http://www.nsts.org/Default.aspx?tabid=1734
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Resources in Portuguese
The “Casa das Ciências” portal is supported by the Calouste Gulbenkian Fundation
and allows teachers to share and promote educational digital resources in the area
of experimental sciences. Teachers can publish their ideas, share these with other
colleagues and find material relevant and useful for their professional activity. All
published information has been previously evaluated for its pedagogical value and
scientific content.
http://www.casadasciencias.org/
“Ciência Viva” – Launched in July of 1996, the Live Science mission is to promote the
scientific and technological culture among the Portuguese population and especially
to high school students. Ciência Viva was established as an open programme,
promoting alliances and fostering autonomous actions through the definition of
three fundamental action tools: a support programme aimed at the experimental
teaching of science and of the promotion of scientific education in the school. A
National Network of Ciência Viva Centers was designed as interactive spaces aimed
at creating awareness of science among the population. National scientific
awareness campaigns were used to foster the creation of science associations and
to provide the population with the opportunity to make scientific observations and
to establish a direct and personal contact with experts in different fields of
knowledge.
This Website presents a variety of resources for whoever is interested in Science
and Technology.
http://www.cienciaviva.pt
The CIENTIC is a portal teachers can use to organize and share resources for their
natural sciences classes. Its content, in line with the official curricula, is organized
mainly by topic (Biology and Geology) or by activity. This portal is a reference tool
for teachers at a national level.
http://www.cientic.com/portal/
WikiCiências is an online encyclopedia addressing science concepts. It is mainly
oriented towards junior high and high school students and teachers. WikiCiências is
developed with the collaboration of researchers, teachers and students.
http://wikiciencias.casadasciencias.org
Ciência 2.0 is a communication science program developed by the University of
Porto. Its aim is to promote science through a broad interaction between scientists
and the community.
The project supports the notion of a “Real Network of Knowledge”, for it promotes
science and allows the participation of the general community (by submitting works,
discussing ideas, providing suggestions, etc).
http://www.ciencia20.up.pt/
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Resources in Slovenian
Hiša eksperimentov (HE House of Experiment) is a "hands-on" science centre. Its
mission is to promote science and sustainable learning; to encourage a positive way
of thinking; to link formal and informal education; to offer individuals, families and
other groups a quality alternative for spending their spare time. In the activities of
Hiša eksperimentov, science, learning, art and humour are all intertwined into a
whole. Through them, the visitors' curiosity is aroused and in a straightforward and
interesting way, they are made more familiar with the natural laws and phenomena
of everyday life. Through self-directed research and by conducting experiments, all
visitors can discover the truths "on their own skin".This type of school is the most
effective.
http://www.he.si/index.php
Slovenska znanstvena fundacija The Slovenian Science Foundation is a not-forprofit national institution intended to accelerate and promote science and research.
The foundation promotes scientific events for donor friends of science and cooperates also in European events. The foundation educates Slovene researchers and
teachers in communicating science and in planning and managing research projects.
It provides the Slovenian market with original scientific and popular science
publications as well as guidance literature.
http://www.szf.si
Drušvo matematikov, fizikov in astronomov The Association of mathematicians,
physicists and astronomers is supporting development of mathematics, physics and
astronomy in Slovenia. It organizes competitions of pupils and students at local,
regional and national levels, as well as assisting in the participation of Slovenian
students in international competitions.
http://www.dmfa.si/
Center eksperimentov Koper The Center of Experiments Koper is developing and
implementing informal education and hands on experiments and supports the
popularization of youth research and science. It organizes lectures, workshops,
public presentations, round tables, conferences and exhibitions.
http://centereksperimentov.si
Erico Institute is an institute for ecological research with profound experience in
solving environmental problems. It hosts an educational centre in which several
short courses for different target groups are organized. Erico’s experiences have
been introduced into several educational programmes that include environment,
energy and waste management. During the summer, Erico organizes a summer
campus in environmental protection for students from all over Slovenia.
www.erico.si
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Resources in Turkish
This site provides instructive experience by means of “MEB Vitamin, TTNET Vitamin,
Biri Vitamin, Smile Vitamin, Uğurlu Vitamin, Vitamin Primary, Vitamin High school”
applications. The Vitamin Education concept grants a free membership to students
and MEB teachers to access Vitamin’s educational contents. Full access to contents
for both students and parents is available for a minor monthly fee.
http://www.vitaminegitim.com/
This portal broadcasts news on education both at a national and international level.
Additionally, it provides presentations teachers can use in-class, news on computers
and technology, suggestions on interesting websites and documentaries that
teachers can use for the implementation of the Fatih project.
http://egitimteknoloji.net/
th

Samala, is an interactive imaginary atmosphere project designed for the 8 grade
geometry module. At the beginning, it was supported by “Pamukkale University
Scientific Investigation Coordination Department”. The project’s aim is to provide an
imaginary atmosphere infrastructure with the aid of GeoGebra -a dynamic software.
The name –SaMaLa- was inspired by EVLM Project (European Virtual Laboratory of
Mathematics) which was supported by the European Union and carried out by
Slovakian Academician Daniela Velichoa.
http://samala.pau.edu.tr/index.php
Morpa Campus, is an online education software aimed at supporting primary school
students and teachers as they cope with the new education curriculum.
Morpa Campus provides Turkish, Mathematics and Introduction to Social Studies for
st
nd
rd
the 1 , 2 and 3 grade; Turkish, Mathematics, Science and Technology, Social
th
th
th
th
th
Sciences and English for the 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 and 8 grade. It can be accessed online
by use of a username and password. No installation of any kind is required, sign-up
to the website grants access to all content.
http://www.morpakampus.com/index.asp
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STENCIL PARTNERS
P1:

Amitié / Project coordinator - Private training and research centre - Italy
(IT)
Website: http://www.amitie.it
Francesca MAGREFI – email: fmagrefi@amitie.it
Pier Giacomo SOLA – email: pgsola@amitie.it

P2:

FORTH / Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas - Greece (EL)
Website: http://www.forth.el
Kathy KIKIS-PAPADAKIS – email: katerina@iacm.forth.gr
Renia PAPANASTASIOU – email: renia@iacm.forth.gr

P3:

ILI / Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen - Nuremberg / Institute for
Innovation in Learning - Germany (DE)
Website: http://www.fim.uni-erlangen.de
Evelyn SCHLENK – email: Evelyn.Schlenk@fim.uni-erlangen.de

P4:

DRE / Regional Directorate of Education (Madeira region) - Portugal (PT)
Website: http://www.madeira-edu.pt
Cristina PROENÇA – email: sandra.proenca@live.madeira-edu.pt
Luis ALVES – email: luis.alves@madeira-edu.pt
Sandra OLIM – email: sandra.monica@live.madeira-edu.pt

P5:

UL / University of Lorraine - France (FR)
Website: http://www.univ-lorraine.fr
Cyrille RAYMOND – email: cyrille.raymond@univ-lorraine.fr
Philippe LECLERE – email : philippe.leclere@univ-lorraine.fr
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P6:

PVGM / Private Vocational School for Multimedia, Computer Graphic
Design and Animation - Bulgaria (BG)
Website: http://www.codam.net
Gospodin JELEV – email: jelev@codam.net
Lilyana ZDRAVKOVA – email: ljkuky@yahoo.com
Yoana MINKOVA – email: yminkova@nbu.bg

P7:

AL / AcrossLimits Ltd. (Maltese technology research and consulting SME) Malta (MT)
Website: http://www.acrosslimits.com
Kerry FREEMAN – email: kerry@acrosslimits.com
Annalise DUCA – email: annalise@acrosslimits.com

P8:

IPAK / IPAK Institute for Symbolic Analysis and Development of IT Slovenia (SI)
Website: http://www.ipak-zavod.si
Stanko BLATNIK – email: stanko_blatnik@yahoo.com

P9:

CRDP de Lorraine / Regional Centre for Pedagogical Documentation of
Lorraine (Public education institute) - France (FR)
Website: http://www.cndp.fr/crdp-nancy-metz
Géraldine Boiselet – email: geraldine.boiselet@ac-nancy-metz.fr

P10:

AdR-Bo / Bologna Research Area – Italian National Research Council
(CNR) / Italy (IT)
Website: http://www.bo.cnr.it
Mila D’ANGELANTONIO – email: mda@isof.cnr.it
Lucilla CAPOTONDI – email: lucilla.capotondi@bo.ismar.cnr.it
Giorgio LULLI – email: lulli@bo.imm.cnr.it
Vito VITALE – email: v.vitale@isac.cnr.it
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P11:

OE / University of Modena and Reggio Emilia-OFFICINA EMILIA - Italy (IT)
Website: http://www.officinaemilia.it
Marta CONSOLINI – email: marta.consolini@unimore.it
Margherita RUSSO – email: margherita.russo@unimore.it

P12:

PhysikClub / Students Research Centre - Germany (DE)
Website: http://www.physikclub.de
Klaus-Peter HAUPT – email: kphaupt@aol.com
Joerg STEIPER – email: physikclub@steiper.de

P13:

MTSN / MUSE Museum of Sciences former Tridentino Natural Science
Museum - Italy (IT)
Website: http://www.mtsn.tn.it
Matteo CATTADORI – email: mcattadori@gmail.com

P14:

EBSSC / Primary and secondary school of Santa Cruz - Portugal (PT)
Website: http://escolas.madeira-edu.pt/ebsscruz
Eduardo RIBEIRO – email: Eduardo_infor@hotmail.com

P15:

EBSC / Primary and secondary school of Calheta - Portugal (PT)
Website: http://www.ebscalheta.net
Marco PEREIRA – email: pmarcopereira@gmail.com

P16:

AAOL / Anatolian Teachers Training High School - Turkey (TR)
Website: http://www.afyonaol.k12.tr
Bahri TURUNÇ – email: bahriturunc@hotmail.com

P17:

AFYON-School / Kazim Özer Primary School - Turkey (TR)
Website: http://www.kazimozerioo.meb.k12.tr
Alper GÜNGÖR – email: alpergungor_03@hotmail.com
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P18:

TRON / Scientific High School N. Tron - Italy (IT)
Website: http://www.tron.vi.it
Giorgio PIZZOLATO – email: giorgio.pizzolato@tron.vi.it
Fiorella PIETROBELLI – email: fiorella.pietrobelli@tron.vi.it
Roberto DANZO – email: Roberto.danzo@tron.vi.it

P19:

55 SOU / General Secondary School “Petko Karavelov” - Bulgaria (BG)
Website: http://www.55sou.net
Viliya NEYKOVA – email: vilian06@mail.bg
Radost PETKOVA – email: petkova_radost@abv.bg

P20:

SOU Brezovo / General Secondary school “Hristo Smirnenski” - Bulgaria
(BG)
Website: http://sou-brezovo.org
Todorka GLUSHKOVA – email: todorka.glushkova@gmail.com

P21:

Galvani / General Secondary School “Luigi Galvani” - Italy (IT)
Website: http://www.liceogalvani.it
Franca FACCENDA – email: faccenda.galvani@libero.it
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ANNEX
TOOLS USED FOR THE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
OF PROJECTS –CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS 2012
Good practice criteria linked to project implementation
Is the project comprehensive and realistic in its goals?
Are students interested in actively participating in the implementation of
the project? Does it build on principles that ensure the active participation
of the learner in the process of teaching / learning?
What is the degree of transferability? (How flexible is it to be applied in
different settings?)
Does the project take into account gender and minority issues? (Taking into
account the multiplicity and diversity that exists in a classroom).
Is there assurance that the long-term results will be assessed and
documented?
Is ICT embedded in the project?

Criteria for Assessing STENCIL Initiatives
Identification of Best Practices: STENCIL Book
1
Clarity and usefulness of the project description
Is the description template properly filled in, the
description is clear, mandatory annexes have been sent,
etc.?

Multimedia documentation
Is the website of the project working and rich in
information and multimedia tools?

Clarity of the objectives
Are the objectives of the project clear?

Linked to the STENCIL Annual Reports
Is the project in line with the good practices described in
STENCIL Book 1and/ or to the themes of Book 2 (Teachers
of the future; Science class in the era of ICTs and new
technologies; Equality for excellence)?

Level of learner’s engagement and peer learning
Do the project activities actively involve the learners? Is
the peer learning promoted by the project activities?

Problem- oriented method
Is the project based on a problem-oriented method?
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2

3

4

5

Ability to convey course content in a variety of ways
Does the project use different ways (methods, tools,
activities) to present the contents to the pupils/students?

Interdisciplinary approach
Does the project deal with more school subjects (e.g.
combining natural sciences and history, or physics and
literature)?

Innovations in teaching and learning and originality
Is the project innovative from the point of view of teaching
methods? Is it original?

Promoting equality in the classroom
Does the project take into consideration different ways of
learning and the unique needs of specific pupil groups (e.g.
children with disabilities, girls, ethnic minorities, etc)?

Sustainability
Will the project continue into the future? Can it be
replicated over the next few years (or it is strictly linked to
specific circumstances?)

Transferability
Can the project be transferred easily to different contexts
(different school levels, different school subjects…) or
different countries?

Anticipated Impact on Innovation in Learning
Does the project potentially have an impact on school
system (local, regional, national or international level)?

Total score (out of 70)
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